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Suzuki Grand Vitara Foldaway – Material Sections Only 

Parts List: Front Section (x1), Rear Section (x1), Rear Window (x1), 3x12 Rivets (x25). 

Tools Required: Pozi Screw Driver, Drill, 3.5mm Drill Bit, Rivet Gun, Protective Cloth, Rust Inhibitor. 

Please check that all parts of the fitting kit are present and correct before commencing fitting. 

Step 1: Fitting the Front Section 

Remove the old front section by releasing the two catches holding down the front section and folding it backwards. 

Undo the press studs from the metal framework and fold the fabric backwards over the vehicle roll bar.  Remove the 

2 screws holding both ends of the nylon strip and remove it from the plastic channel. 

Fitting the new front section is a straight reversal of removing the old one.  In the front two corners, there are plastic 

reinforcing pieces, make sure that these fit underneath the metal framework and NOT on top.  They must be pushed 

well underneath. 

Step 2: Replacing the Rear Section 

Unzip the rear window fully and remove it from the vehicle metal channel 

Removal of the old rear section as follows; 

Release the two throw over catches on the rear metal hoop. 

Undo the press studs attaching the fabric to the rear metal hoop. 

Remove the two screws and cup washers from the lower rear corners of the soft top (outside). 

Release the two plastic catches that hold the front of the soft top to the roll bar and fold the rear hood down. 

Release both sides of the soft top from the plastic side channels. 

At this stage, we advise you obtain someone to help you: 

Protect the vehicle paintwork and interior from hot drill filings with a protective cloth and drill out the 25 rivets 

located along the inside edge with a 3.5mm drill bit.  Be careful not to “wobble” the drill as this can cause the hole to 

become too big to accept the new rivets.  In most cases, drilling off the rivet head is sufficient to remove the old 

hood, thereafter you can carefully drill out the remaining rivet stem. Treat inner holes with a rust inhibitor once all 

25 holes are cleared.  Place the three thinner metal trim strips to one side as you will require these during the 

refitting procedure. 

Fitting the new rear section; 

Fitting the new rear section soft top is a straight reversal of removing the old one.  You may still need some help to 

hole the frame whilst you rivet the new hood into place. 

The new hood has holes pre-marked in the hood to help with aligning the new rear section correctly.  Align these 

holes using the Velcro to help secure in place whilst you rivet the trim strips back in place trapping the new soft top 

section between that and the pivot hoop. 

The new soft top can be adjusted if required using the adjustment screw in the back of the top, front plastic catches.  

Please note that there should be a gap approximately 5-7mm , the same both sides, to act as a “breather” 

Replace the rear window. 

Congratulations, fitting is now complete. 


